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The past decade has witnessed remarkable advances in stimuli-responsive shape memory polymers
(SMPs) with potential applications in biomedical devices, aerospace, textiles, civil engineering, bionics
engineering, energy, electronic engineering, and household products. Shape memory polymer com-
posites (SMPCs) have further enhanced and broadened the applications of shape memory polymers. In
addition to reinforcement, SMPCs can enable or enhance athermal stimuli-active effects, novel shape
memory effect, and new functions. Many athermal stimuli-responsive effects have been achieved such as
electroactive effect, magnetic-active effect, water-active effect, and photoactive effect. The typical ex-
amples of novel shape memory effects are multiple-shape memory effect, spatially controlled shape
memory effect, and two-way shape memory effect. In addition, new functions of SMPCs have been
observed and systemically studied such as stimuli-memory effect and self-healing. This feature article
presents an up-to-date review on these versatile SMPCs. The various methods to fabricate these SMPCs
and the performances of the SMPCs are discussed. The potential directions for future advancement in this
ﬁeld are also discussed.
 2013 Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 1. Introduction
Stimuli-responsive polymers signiﬁcantly change their prop-
erties such as shape, mechanical properties, phase separation,
surface, permeability, optical properties, and electrical properties
upon small variation of environmental conditions such as tem-
perature, electric ﬁeld, pH, light, magnetic ﬁeld, electrical ﬁeld,
sonic ﬁeld, solvent, ions, enzymes, and glucose [1e7]. Since 2010,
three special and themed issues have been devoted to these smart
materials: “Stimuli-responsive materials” in Progress in Polymer
Science (2010, Vol. 35, issue 1-2); “Stimuli-sensitive polymers” in
Advanced Materials (2010, Vol. 22, issue 31); and “Actively mov-
ing polymers” in Journal of Materials Chemistry (2010, Vol. 20,
issue 17).CNF, carbon nanoﬁber; CNP,
enetrating polymer network;
ple-shape memory polymer;
poly(caprolactone) dimetha-
her-monomethacrylate; SMA,
P, shape memory polymer;
l and Industrial Engineering,
SA. Tel.: þ1 225 578 5302;
-NC-ND license. Shape memory polymers (SMPs) as a type of important stimuli-
responsive polymers, can recover their original (or permanent)
shape upon exposure to external stimuli [8e14]. Many review pa-
pers have been published on various SMPs especially thermal-
responsive SMPs [15e35]. Since the report of the ﬁrst SMP, shape
memory polynorbornene (high macromolecular weight with
abundant physical cross-linking), numerous SMPs based on
different structures have been developed in labs and several typical
ones have been commercialized in large scales such as poly-
urethane (DiAPLEX, SMP Technologies Inc., originally from Mitsu-
bishi Heavy Industries), polystyrene based SMP (Veriﬂex,
Verilyte, Veritex, Cornerstone Research Group, Inc.), aliphatic
polyurethane (Tecoﬂex, Lubrizol Advanced Materials), epoxy
based SMP (TEMBO, Composite Technology Development, Inc.),
and UV curable polyurethane (NOA-63, Norland Products Inc.).
A stable polymer network and a reversible switching transition
of the polymer are the two pre-requites for the shape memory ef-
fect (SME) (see Fig. 1). The stable network of SMPs determines the
original shape, which can be formed by molecule entanglement,
crystalline phase, chemical cross-linking, or interpenetrated
network [36e42]. The lock in the network represents the reversible
switching transition responsible for ﬁxing the temporary shape,
which can be crystallization/melting transition [38,40,43e45],
vitriﬁcation/glass transition [25,35,38,43e82], liquid crystal
anisotropic/isotropic transition [83e89], reversible molecule
Fig. 1. Various molecular structures of SMPs. A stable network and a reversible switching transition are the prerequisites for the SMPs to show SME. The stable network can be
molecule entanglement, chemical cross-linking, crystallization, and IPN; the reversible switching transition can be crystallizationemelting transition, vitriﬁcationeglass transition,
anisotropiceisotropic transition, reversible chemical cross-linking, and associationedisassociation of supramolecular structures.
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Typical reversible molecule cross-linking reactions as switching
transitions include photodimerization [8,90e94], DielseAlder re-
action [95e103], and oxidation/redox reaction of mercapto group
[104]. Typical switching transition per supramolecular association/
disassociation includes hydrogen bonding [105e113], self-assembly
metaleligand coordination [114,115], and self-assembly of b-CD
[116e121]. In addition to the above reversible switches, other
stimuli which can signiﬁcantly change the mobility of the SMPmay
also trigger the SME, such as moisture, water/solvent, ions, pres-
sure, light, pH, etc. [24].
SMPs can be used widely in many areas such as biomedical
devices, aerospace, textiles, energy, bionics engineering, electronic
engineering, civil engineering, and household products. It is difﬁ-
cult to extensively elaborate all the applications. Table 1 summa-
rizes the typical applications of SMPs. For detailed application
strategies, reader could go to the speciﬁed references.
The ﬁrst research of shapememory polymer composites (SMPCs)
may be reinforcement of SMPs. SMPs have intrinsic low mechanical
strength and shape recovery stress, which have largely restricted the
applications of SMPs. A small amount of reinforcing ﬁllers is able to
improve the mechanical performance and shape recovery stress of
SMPs. In addition to reinforcement effect, SMPCs can enable or
enhance athermal stimuli-active effects, novel SME, and new func-
tions as shown in Fig. 2. The examples of athermal stimuli-
responsive effects include electroactive effect, magnetic-active ef-
fect, water-active effect, and photoactive effect. The novel SMEs
includemultiple-shapememory effect, spatially controlled SME, and
two-way SME. The two examples of new functions are stimuli-
memory effect such as magnetic ﬁeld-memory effect, and self-
healing effect of SMPCs such as thermoplastic particles ﬁlled SMPs.
This paper is intended to present a comprehensive review of the
recent progress of these various SMPCs in terms of the reinforce-
ment, athermal stimuli-responsive effect, novel SME, and the new
functions. The various methods and recent progress to fabricate
these SMPCs are presented. Though researchers are now able to
design various SMPCs with different properties for variousapplications, there are still many challenges to overcome. The
research challenges in this ﬁeld are discussed and future research
needs are identiﬁed. By comprehensively summarizing the research
in this area, we hope this paper can not only help interdisciplinary
readers to understand the state-of-the-art in this area but also shed
some light on future research directions in this research ﬁeld.
2. Reinforcement of shape memory polymers (SMPs)
Although outstanding in many aspects as compared with SMAs,
SMPs have intrinsic low mechanical strength and shape recovery
stress. These problems have largely restricted the applications of
SMPs. Reinforcing ﬁllers are able to improve the mechanical per-
formance and shape recovery stress of SMPs through physical
blending, in-situ polymerization and chemical cross-linking
[15,48,180,182,283e290].
2.1. Reinforcement by microﬁbers, fabrics, and mats
Microﬁber, fabrics and mats made of carbon ﬁbers, glass ﬁbers
and Kevlar ﬁbers have high elastic modulus and high strength, and
can remarkably increase the mechanical strength of SMPs [291].
These composites, in the ﬁber (axial) direction, can bearmuch higher
mechanical load; while in the transverse direction, the SME can be
mostly maintained [292]. These reinforced SMPCs are mostly
proposed to be used for spacecraft self-deployable structures
[190,292e295] and vibration control structures [296e301]. Few
updated research was reported in the last ﬁve years on these SMPCs,
which may be partially because the microﬁber, fabric and mat can
lower the SME of the SMP matrix, especially in the reinforcement
direction.
2.2. Reinforcement by carbon nanotubes (CNTs) or carbon
nanoﬁbers (CNFs)
One of the main objectives of incorporating CNTs or CNFs into
SMP is to achieve electroactive SME by Joule heating in intrinsic
Table 1
Present and potential applications of SMPs.
Applications Ref. Applications Ref.
1 Aneurysm occlusion devices [122e125] 34 Orthodontic [126e129]
2 Assembly/disassembly tools [32,33] 35 Orthopedic cast [130e132]
3 Bio-MEMs [133] 36 Orthopedics Morphix suture anchor [134,135]
4 Bone defect ﬁllers [136,137] 37 Packaging [138e140]
5 Cardiac valve repair [141,142] 38 Pharyngeal mucosa reconstruction [143]
6 Cells manipulating and capturing [144,145] 39 Phase change fabrics [146e148]
7 Chemical feeding in chemical reactions [149,150] 40 Physiological monitoring [151]
8 Clot removal devices [152e154] 41 Post-surgical treatment of mitral insufﬁciency [155,156]
9 Controlled drug release [157e164] 42 Pressure garments [165]
10 Crease and pattern retention ﬁnishing [166] 43 Recordable and erasable memories [167e170]
11 Damping fabrics [171,172] 44 Study of cell proliferation [173e176]
12 Damping materials [177] 45 Selective desalination material [178]
13 Deodorant fabrics [179] 46 Self-healing [180e189]
14 Electroactive shape memory hinge [190] 47 Self-peeling dry adhesive [191]
15 Embolic devices [123] 48 Shape changing nanoﬁbers [192]
16 Endoscopic surgery suture [193e197] 49 Shape memory ﬁbers [10,198e207]
17 Erasable Braille [208e210] 50 Smart mandrels for composite tooling [211]
18 Fashion design [212e215] 51 Shape memory neuronal probe [216]
19 Flexible light-emitting diodes [217] 52 Skin-care products [133]
20 Hair treatment [218,219] 53 Soft lithography [220]
21 Heat and moisture management [221e227] 54 Surface wetting [170,228e233]
22 Heat shrinkable packages for electronics [234] 55 Microﬂuidic devices [235]
23 Hot shrinkage micro-tags [236] 56 Surface wrinkle and micro-patterns [237e240]
24 Kidney dialysis needles [241,242] 57 Switchable information carriers [243e245]
25 Light-modulators and display devices [246] 58 Temperature sensors [78,243]
26 Measuring tools in complex cavities [236] 59 Toys [247]
27 Memory foam mattress, pillow and insoles [248] 60 Treatment of esophageal stenosis [249,250]
28 MEMs applications [251e257] 61 Vascular stents [258e262]
29 Microtweezers in medicine [90] 62 Surgery inside living cells [263]
30 Micro-valves in microdevices [8,91,264,265] 63 Vehicle active air dams and other aerodynamic
surfaces
[266,267]
31 Morphing of aircraft wings and helicopter
rotor blades
[268e270] 64 Weight reducing agent [13]
32 Novel McKibben artiﬁcial muscles [271] 65 Wound dressing [272]
33 Ophthalmic applications [273e277] 66 Wrinkle free ﬁnishing of cotton fabrics [278e282]
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the electroactive SME of SMPCs can be seen in Section 3.
The biggest challenge of CNT/SMP composites is to disperse the
CNTs uniformly in SMPmatrix. Manymethods have been used such
as melt mixing [52], melt mixing followed by in-situ polymeriza-
tion [301], chaotic mixing followed by in-situ polymerization [311],
solution mixing followed by casting [312], solution mixing assisted
with ultrasonic distribution [306,313], and chemical functionali-
zation of CNTs followed by cross-linking reaction.
Chemical functionalization of CNTs is one of the most effective
methods because chemical functionalization can increase the
compatibility between the CNTs and the SMP matrix. For example,
Amirian et al. [314], Bartholome et al. [315] and Viry et al. [316]
functionalized CNTs and prepared biodegradable MWCNT/polyFig. 2. In addition to reinforcement research, SMPCs research has been focused on
SMPCs with athermal stimuli-active effect, SMPCs with novel SME, and SMPCs with
new functions.(L-lactide-co-ε-caprolactone) SMPCs. The functionalized MWCNTs
lead to the best reinforcing effect. Furthermore, after the chemical
treatment, the born eOH groups in CNTs may react with the SMP
matrix such as the isocynate of SMPU monomers to form an addi-
tional cross-linking network to improve the shape memory
properties.
Among all the outstanding achievements, Miaudet et al. [290]
achieved the highest recovery stress of SMPCs. The maximal
stress generated by a CNT/polyvinyl alcohol ﬁber reached 150 MPa
which is two orders of magnitude higher than that of neat SMPs.
The CNT/polyvinyl alcohol ﬁber was prepared using a special
coagulation spinning technique. Surfactant stabilized CNTs were
injected in the co-ﬂowing stream of the coagulating polyvinyl
alcohol solution which enabled an extremely high content of CNTs
to be incorporated into the polyvinyl alcohol ﬁber.
2.3. Reinforcement by exfoliated nanoclay
The recent research of exfoliated nanoclay/SMP focused on
modiﬁcation of exfoliated nanoclay to enable its reaction with the
SMP matrix. The modiﬁed organic-exfoliated nanoclay can signiﬁ-
cantly improve the shape recovery ratios, shape recovery stress and
mechanical properties. The nanoclay may play its role as an addi-
tional hard phase contributing to shape memory properties [317].
For example, Cao and Jana [318,319] employed the eH2CH2OH
group of the quaternary ammonium ions in organoclay to react
with isocyanine eNCO. This reaction adds an additional network
contributing to the SME. Chung et al. [320] used surface-modiﬁed
monmorillonite to chemically bond to SMPU. The modiﬁed mon-
morillonite has methyl tallow bis-2-hydroxyethyl ammonium
group which can be chemically bonded with polyurethane.
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the claywith the SMPmatrix. The loss of moisture andmost surface
hydroxyl groups as a result of the heat treatment can provide a
better interfacial bonding between the SMP and clay interface. Xu
et al. [321] heat treated a nanofabric type clay attapulgite at 850 C
to reinforce SMPU. The mechanical properties and SME of the
nanocomposites were remarkably improved.
2.4. Reinforcement by SiC or SiO2 particles
Research at the early 90s showed that nano Si-based inorganic
particles deteriorated the SME of SMPs even at very low loading. Liu
et al. [322] and Gall et al. [323] observed that nano SiC damaged the
SME of shape memory epoxy, though it could improve the elastic
modulus and recovery stress of the epoxy. Gunes et al. [52,324] also
observed negative effect of SiC on the SME of SMPUs, which they
ascribed as due to the dramatically decreased soft segment crys-
tallinity of the SMPU.
Recent research showed some positive effect of celite particles
on the SME of SMPs. Zhang et al. [325], using abundant surface
hydroxyl of silica, initiated epsilon-caprolactone on the particles.
Uniform SiO2@PCL macroparticles were formed. After cross-linking
of SiO2@PCL by 4,40-methylenediphenyl diisocyanate, the SiO2/SMP
was prepared. Compared to traditional silica-based ﬁller-ﬁlled
SMPs, the SiO2/SMP exhibited excellent mechanical strength, high
strain and good shape memory properties due to the introduction
of SiO2 as a cross-linking agent.
Celite, which is primarily composed of silica and alumina, has
surface hydroxyl groups. It can be coupled with SMPU chains. Park
et al. [326] prepared celite/SMPU with celite acting as a cross-
linking agent. The celite improved the shape memory perfor-
mance and mechanical properties of SMPUs. Lee et al. [327] func-
tionalized silicas with allyl isocyanate groups andmadewaterborne
silica/polyurethane nanocomposites using UV. It was demonstrated
that the functionalized silica particles had the function of both
reinforcing ﬁllers and stress relaxation retarders.
2.5. Reinforcement by cellulose nanowhiskers
Cellulose nanowhiskers have been popularly used as the rein-
forcement ﬁllers of polymer composites. They have polar groups
which can interact with polyurethane. Auad et al. [53,328] rein-
forced SMPU with cellulose crystals by suspension casting. A small
amount of well-dispersed cellulose nanowhiskers remarkably
improved the stiffness of SMP, while no obvious decrease in shape
memory properties was observed.
2.6. Summary remarks
Most of the ﬁllers can signiﬁcantly improve the elastic modulus
and recovery stress of SMPs. Microﬁbers are superior to micro- and
nano-sized particles to reinforce SMPs. Rod-shaped clay nanoﬁllers
have better reinforcement effect than spherical nanoparticles as a
result of their high aspect ratios. Fillers which can have chemical
bondingwith SMP chains aremore effective in improving the shape
memory performance and the mechanical properties of SMPs.
Fillers performing the function of cross-linking agents not only
reinforce the SMP, but also improve the shape memory properties.
Fillers which improve the thermal conductivity of the polymer
matrix [329e331], can have positive effect on the SME of SMPs.
Many researchers also studied the inﬂuence of ﬁllers on the ther-
mal expansion of SMPs. This research is necessary if exact shape
control is required during the thermomechanical process [332e
336]. All research shows that inorganic ﬁllers can more or less
improve the thermal stability of SMPs [17,317,337,338].3. Athermal stimuli-active effect
3.1. Electroactive SMP composites (SMPCs) with improved electrical
conductivity
One of themajor accomplishments of SMPCs in the past decade is
electroactivity using a low voltage. A certain level of electrical con-
ductivity can be reached if the SMPs are ﬁlled with enough electrical
conductive ingredients. If a voltage is applied to the conductive
SMPCs, resistive joule heating may heat the SMPCs to trigger the
SME [311,339e346]. The internal resistive joule heating method by
electricity, as compared with direct external-heating, has many ad-
vantages such as convenient, uniform heating, and remotely
controllable. The conductive ﬁllers can also improve the thermal
conductivity of SMP which contribute to a fast response. This elec-
tricity triggered SME is especially useful for applications where
direct heating is not possible such as self-deployable aerospace
structures, implanted biomedical devices, actuators and sensors.
Various strategies have been studied to improve the electrical
conductivity of the conductive ﬁller-ﬁlled SMPs such as ﬁller surface
treatment, in-situ polymerization, forming conductive metallic
particles chains, using high aspect ratio particles, aligning the par-
ticles, using continuous conductive ﬁbers or mat, and using hybrid
ﬁllers with synergic effect [307e310,316,347]. The conductive ﬁllers
which have been used include CNTs, polypyrrole, CB, Ni powders, Ni
nanorods, short carbon ﬁbers, and CNF mats [27,308e310,339,341e
345,347e362].
3.1.1. Carbon black (CB)/SMP
A large amount of CB ﬁllers, although not as effective as high
aspect ratio ﬁllers to improve the electrical conductivity, can be ﬁlled
into SMPs up to 40 wt%. Le et al. [363] studied the electroactive SME
of CB ﬁlled highly branched ethylene-1-octene copolymer. It was
found that increasing the mixing time could increase the electro-
active SME because it could improve the homogenous distribution of
the CBs.
Short carbon ﬁbers and CBs have good synergic effect on
improving the electrical conductivity of the composite with short
carbon ﬁbers as conductive bridge to connect CBs. Leng et al.
[309,310] demonstrated that the coexistence of CBs and short car-
bon ﬁbers helped each other, resulting in signiﬁcant improvement
of electrical conductivity.
3.1.2. CNT/SMP
Cho et al. [342] ﬁrst reported the electroactive SME of SMPs
ﬁlled with CNTs through joule heating. The CNTs were ﬁrst treated
with acid. Surface modiﬁcation of the CNTs decreases the electrical
conductivity of the composites because the acid treatment in-
creases defects of the lattice structure of carbonecarbon bonds.
Heat treatment of CNT/SMP composites can remarkably improve
the composites conductivity as reported by Fei et al. [364]. They
prepared CNTs/poly(methylmethacrylateco-butyl acrylate) by ul-
trasound assisted in-situ polymerization. The composites were
subjected to a simple heating and cooling process. Themechanismof
the increased electrical conductivity was tentatively ascribed as
follows: in the original composite, there may be some internal re-
sidual stresses or strains in the interface between polymer and CNTs
as a result of thermal expansion mismatch and curing shrinkage;
after the post thermal treatment, the interface contact area between
thepolymermatrix andCNTsmay increases, and the thickness of the
interfacial polymer may decrease. The two effects reduce the
tunneling resistance and thus signiﬁcantly enhance the electrical
conductivity.
Covalent linkages betweenCNTs and SMPs can effectively prevent
the re-aggregation of the CNTswithin the polymermatrix. To achieve
Fig. 3. A schematic representation of the preparation of the chemical cross-linking
CNT/SMPU composites. Reproduced from Ref. [355] with permission.
Fig. 5. Series of photographs showing the SME of SMPC integrated with 1.8 g CNP.
Reproduced from Ref. [345] with permission. Copyright (2010) of Institute of Physics,
http://dx.doi.org/10.1088/0964-1726/19/7/075021.
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CNTs using acid so that the CNTs could act as a cross-linking agent
during the in-situ polymerization step of the SMP. TheeOHgroups of
the acid treated CNTs and the eNCO groups of the icosyanate
terminated prepolymer form cross-linking structures as shown in
Fig. 3. The prepared SMPU showed outstanding shape memory
properties and mechanical properties. In another similar research,
Jung et al. [365] modiﬁed the sidewall of theMWCNTs using vacuum
ultraviolet light. The functional groups on the MWCNTs provided
reactive sites to bind the MWCNTs strongly with SMPU.
3.1.3. Aligned conductive ﬁllers/SMP
To construct physical conductive channels in SMPs, Yu et al.
[366] and Leng et al. [347] aligned Ni powders and CNTs, respec-
tively in CB/SMP composites using magnetic ﬁeld or electrical ﬁeld.
The chained Ni powders and CNTs can be seen in the SEM images in
Fig. 4. It was reported that compared with the samples with
randomly distributed conductive ﬁllers, the electrical resistivity
was reduced by over 100 times.
Instead of Ni powders, ﬁlamentary nickel nanostrands with high
aspect ratios can further improve the electrical conductivity of the
composite. Lu et al. [367] ﬁlled ﬁlamentary nickel nanostrands and
CNTs into shape memory epoxy. The aligned high aspect ratios
ﬁllers further facilitated the actuation of the SMP nanocomposite
even though a low ﬁller volume content and low electrical voltage
were used.
3.1.4. Carbon nanopaper (CNP)/SMP laminates
Continuous CNPs can provide remarkable electrical conductiv-
ity. They can be simply embedded in or layered on SMP ﬁlms. This
method eliminates the laborious work of dispersing conductive
particles in SMP matrix. Lu et al. [345] prepared CNP/shape mem-
ory polystyrene composites. The CNP was achieved during the
ﬁltration of CNTs. The composites were prepared by resin transfer
molding. Nanopapers were attached on the mold before the resin
was injected into the mold. Fig. 5 shows the electroactive shapeFig. 4. (a) Dispersion of CBs and chained Ni powder in SMP. Gray dots: CB; white dots: chain
CNTs in SMP. Insets: zoom-in views of one CNT chain. Reproduced from Ref. [366] with perecovery of the prepared CNP/SMP layered composite. Luo and
Mather [354] simply immersed a CNP in uncured epoxy resin and
cured the resin-impregnated CNP to fabricate electroactive SMPCs.
Excellent electrical conductivity was also achieved and rapid elec-
trical actuation was observed.
In the above CNP/SMP layered composite, although high elec-
trical conductivity can be achieved on the CNPs, the neat SMP layer
is still electrically insulative. To further improve the electroactive
SME and thermal conductivity, in their later research, Lu et al. [353]
ﬁlled the SMP matrix with CNFs before the CNPs were laminated.
The CNP/(CNF/SMP) structure signiﬁcantly improved the electrical
SME and the electrical response speed of the CNP/SMP laminates.
In the above CNP/(CNF/SMP) laminates, in the polymer layer, the
CNFs are distributed randomly. Alignment of the electrical
conductive ﬁllers in the polymer matrix not only gives high speed
electrical actuation but also facilitates the transfer of heat from the
nanopaper to the underlying SMPs. Therefore, Lu et al. [368]
blended and vertically aligned the CNFs in the SMP layer using a
magnetic ﬁeld before CNP was laminated on the SMP. In another
study, Lu et al. [369,370] vertically aligned electromagnetic nickel
nanostrands in the SMP layer using a magnetic ﬁeld in the same
CNP/SMP laminate as shown in Fig. 6.
3.1.5. Summary remarks
During an electroactive thermomechanical shapememory cycle,
an SMPC is subjected to large strain and temperature variations.
The temperature and strain change during the thermomechanical
process can signiﬁcantly affect the electrical conductivity of the
SMPC. However, this has not been systematically investigated. Yang
[371] studied the inﬂuence of tensile strain on the electrical con-
ductivity of CB/SMPU composites. It was found that the electrical
conductivity decreased rapidly with increasing strain at a lowered Ni. Reproduced from Ref. [347] with permission; (b) Dispersion of CBs and chained
rmission.
Fig. 6. Schematic illustration of the nickel nanostrands being vertically aligned to help
resistive heating power transfer from the nanopaper to the underlying SMP. Repro-
duced from Ref. [370] with permission. Copyright of the Royal Society of Chemistry.
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temperature on the electrical conductivity of CBs and CNFs ﬁlled
SMPU composites, which showed that the inﬂuence of temperature
on the electrical conductivity of the SMPU was complicated.
To improve the electrical conductivity, high aspect ratios ﬁllers
such as CNFs, nickel nanorods, or even continuous CNPs are
preferred. These ﬁbrous conductive ﬁllers signiﬁcantly affect the
deformability of SMPs. For speciﬁc applications, there may be an
optimal balance among the ﬁller content, ﬁller type, voltage to be
applied, mechanical properties and shape memory properties.3.2. Magnetic-active SMPCs with improved magnetic properties
Thermomagnetically- and electromagnetically-induced SMEs
are of great interest for medical applications because the embedded
SMPC devices can be later actuated by an externally applied mag-
netic ﬁeld by a non-contact remote mode. The promising applica-
tions include smart implants or instruments, on demand drug
delivery, etc. [35,141,142,337,373e385].
The typical ﬁllers used to achieve the magnetic-active SME
include metal particles, iron(III) oxide particles [379,386], ferro-
magnetic particles [387], NdFeB particles [388], NieMneGa single-
crystals [389] and nickel powders [390]. Because these materials
are originally proposed for biomedical applications, the SMPFig. 7. Schematic structure of Fe3O4@CD-M composite nanoparticles. Repmatrixes are mostly biodegradable and biocompatible polymers
such as poly(D,L-lactide), cross-linking poly(ε-caprolactone),
poly(p-dioxanone)epoly(ε-caprolactone) copolymer, cross-linking
oligo(ε-caprolactone)dimethacrylate/butyl acrylate, and grafting
polymer poly(ε-caprolactone) diisocyanatoethyl methacrylate
(PCLDIMA) and poly(ethylene glycol) mono-methylether-mono-
methacrylate (PEGMA).
3.2.1. Surface coating of ﬁllers
To obtain outstanding magnetic-active SME, a homogeneous
distribution and a large content of ﬁllers in the SMP matrix are
required [375,391]. To achieve homogenous dispersion and better
interface heat transfer, ﬁllers are normally treated to improve their
compatibility with the SMP matrix. Several chemicals have been
used to improve the compatibility between the ﬁllers and the
polymer matrix based on different ﬁller and SMP systems. For
example, Weigel et al. [375] and Zhang et al. [392] coated silica on
the iron(III) oxide and Ni particles. Zhang et al. [390] coated a silane
coupling agent onto nickel powders. Yang et al. [393] coated Fe3O4
nanoparticles with oleic acid.
3.2.2. Modiﬁcation of SMP matrix
Even though oleic acid coating can improve the dispersion of
Fe3O4 nanoparticles in epoxy matrix, the dispersion of a high
content is still a challenge due to the dissimilar chemical structures
of the oleic acid and epoxy matrix. Puig et al. [394] modiﬁed the
raw chemical of shape memory epoxy diglycidylether of bisphenol
A with 20 wt% oleic acid. The content of the oleic acid-coated
magnetite nanoparticles could be increased from under 1 wt% to
8 wt% after the chemical modiﬁcation of the epoxy.
3.2.3. Self-assembly of ﬁllers in SMP
As shown in Fig. 7, Gong et al. [395] self-assembled Fe3O4 on the
cavity of eCD which functionalized MWCNTs. The Fe3O4-loaded
MWCNT composite nanoparticles (Fe3O4@CD-M) were prepared
following two steps. (1) The raw MWCNTs were ﬁrstly grafted
maleic anhydride on their surface through a free radical reaction
and later covalently modiﬁed by eCD through an esteriﬁcation
reaction; (2) Fe3O4@CD-M composite nanoparticles were prepared
by chemical co-precipitation of Fe2þ and Fe3þ ions on the surface of
the eCD functionalized MWCNTs with an electrostatic self-roduced from Ref. [395] with permission. Copyright (2012) Elsevier.
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ites were made using poly(caprolactone) as the matrix and the
Fe3O4@CD-M as the reinforced nanoparticles. Then nanoﬁbers were
fabricated from the composite by electrospinning. It was found that
the Fe3O4 particles were aligned along the nanoﬁber axis. The
composite nanoﬁbers showed an excellent SME, triggered by an
alternating magnetic ﬁeld.
3.2.4. Summary remarks
In comparison with direct heating and electrical heating,
inducting heating by alternatingmagnetic ﬁeld hasmore advantages
especially formedical applications. In these cases, SMPC devicesmay
be implanted in which circumstance direct heating is not feasible.
In addition, the magnetic-active SME makes selective heating of
speciﬁc device areas of SMPCs possible [35,142,337,377,378].
Simple coating of coupling agents on the particles cannot
effectively improve the homogenous distribution and increase the
well-separated content of the ﬁllers. Modiﬁcation of the ﬁller and
the matrix can signiﬁcantly improve the compatibility between the
ﬁllers and the matrix. Chemical bonding between the ﬁllers and
matrix will further improve the interface interaction. The re-
lationships among the interface interaction, induction heating
performance, as well as the inﬂuence on the mechanical properties
and SME have been investigated systemically [375,380,391,396].
Future research may systematically study relationship between the
heat created by the hysteresis loss and the SME of the SMPCs so that
the SME may be well controlled.
Despite the attractiveness of the non-contact magnetic-active
SME, there are still some challenges for practical applications. First
of all, the frequency of the magnetic ﬁeld should be in the clinically
safety range (50e100 kHz) [397]. The switching transition tem-
perature of the SMPCs should be in the range of human body safe
range. Too high switching temperatures which require high trig-
gering temperature will traumatize human body tissue. Further
research is also necessary to design novel microstructures of SMPCs
showing outstanding magnetic ﬁeld-induced SME which can be
really applied in practice.
3.3. Water-active SMPCs
Since ﬁrst reported by Huang et al. [398] in 2005, water
[9,21,399e406] or solvent-driven [407e409] shape recovery effects
have been observed in many SMPs having glass transition as the
switching transition. Water or solvent molecules may penetrate
into the amorphous areas of glass transition type SMPs. The water
or solvent molecules have plasticizing effect on the SMP molecules,
which increase the ﬂexibility of macromolecule. The glass transi-
tion temperature of the SMPs may drop to a temperature below the
room temperature. These functions lead to the shape recovery of a
deformed SMP. Recently, two types of cooling-induced SMPCs were
also reported based on novel shape memory mechanisms. The ﬁrst
one is based on the cooling-induced phase transition of tin [30]. The
second type is based on the cooling-induced swelling and softening
of thermal-responsive hydrogels in water [410].
3.3.1. Hydrophilic ﬁller/SMP composites
One of the methods to obtain outstanding water-active SME is
ﬁlling a hydrophilic or water soluble ingredient in SMPs [21,404].
Awater sensitive biodegradable stent made of chitosan ﬁlms cross-
linked with an epoxy compound is prepared following this strategy
by Chen et al. [403]. One of the raw materials (chitosan and PEG-
400) used in the fabrication of the developed stent is relatively
hydrophilic.
Cellulose nanowhisker is a hydrophilic ﬁller used to prepare
water-active SMPCs. If the cellulose nanowhisker/SMP is deformedand immersed into water, the cellulose nanowhisker/SMP nano-
composite recovers the original shape as a result of the enthalpy
elasticity of the SMP network. Basing on this idea, Luo et al. [411]
prepared cellulose nanowhisker/SMPU nanocomposites with
outstanding water-active SME. The cellulose nanowhisker in
SMPUs did not affect the intrinsic thermal-active SME of the SMPU
but enabled the SMPU water-active SME.
3.3.2. Water-active cellulose nanowhisker/elastomer
The above mechanism of the water-active SME of the cellulose
nanowhisker composites indicates that an SMP matrix is not
necessary for the water-active. An elastic polymer network com-
bined with cellulose nanowhisker should be enough to construct a
water-active SMPC. Zhu et al. [412] prepared cellulose nanowhisker/
polyurethane elastomer showingwater-active SMEwith rapid shape
ﬁxing (removal of the water from SMPs) and rapid shape recovery
(penetration of water into SMPs) after a mild programming cycle.
The water-active SME is tailor-able by changing the content of the
cellulose nanowhiskers [413].
3.3.3. Summary remarks
The water-active cellulose nanowhisker/elastomer composites
have several advantages over water-active SMPU based on drop-
ping glass transition temperature. To ﬁx the temporary shape, the
water-active SMPUs have to be heated to a temperature above
140 C (even to 180 C) to increase the glass transition temperature
above the ambient temperature; while the ﬁxity of the cellulose
nanowhisker/polyurethane elastomer composite can be achieved
using a much lower temperature of 75 C in a short time (10 min).
The water-active SMPUs require hours to lower the glass transition
temperature for recovery; while the water-responsive cellulose
nanowhisker/elastomer composite needs only 10 min for recovery
which is much faster. The elastomer matrix of the cellulose nano-
whisker composite can be any elastomer or rubber materials. In
addition to cellulose nanowhisker, other hydrophilic materials may
also be used as the ﬁllers for the water-active elastic polymer
composites.
3.4. Photoactive SMPCs
Non-contact infrared-light irradiation heating can increase the
temperature of SMPs to trigger shape recovery. Non-contact
infrared-light irradiation heating is safe in comparison with in-
duction heating by electricity or alternating magnetic ﬁeld
[152,414e417]. The second type of photoactive SMPCs is based on
reversile photochemical crosslinking. Some photochemically
reactive groups are able to form photo-induced reversible cova-
lent cross-linking in polymers. Photodimerization moieties such
as cinnamic acid, cinamylidene acetic acid, coumarin, anthracene
and their derivatives have been incorporated in polymer macro-
molecules to act as the photoactive shape memory switches of the
polymers [8,90,265,418e420]. Another type of photoactive SMP is
based on the metaleligand coordinative interactions of metallo-
supramolecular networks [115].
3.4.1. SMPCs based on photothermal effect
Many researchers have successfully demonstrated the infrared-
light-active SME [152,414e417,421,422]. Fillers such as indocyanine
green and Epolight 4121, gold particles [423,424], conductive
ceramics, carbon blacks, nanotubes, and even ink [425] may
be incorporated in SMPs to improve the heating efﬁciency
[149,311,416,426,427]. Different particles have signiﬁcantly
different healing efﬁciency [311]. The effective selection of the
wavelength of the driving light is a key step for good light-active
shape recovery performance [428]. Optical ﬁbers may be
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different SMPs may have different absorption peaks, the optical
ﬁbers whose working band is at the suitable working frequency
should be selected [428].
3.4.2. SMPs based on reversible photodimerization
The research on reversible photodimerization-based SMPs has
been miainly focused on pure SMPs. The cinnamamide moieties in
N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) cinnamamide (BHECA) as shown in
Fig. 8 can undergo reversible photodimerization. Lendlein et al.
[91,420] prepared two photo-responsive polymers with cinnamic
acid and cinamylidene acetic acid terminal as the photoreversible
switch. Sodhi and Rao [93] formulated a constitutive equation to
describe the mechanical behavior of these photoactive SMPs
based on the theory of multiple natural conﬁgurations. Beblo and
Weiland [92] presented a chemical kinetic model to predict the
through-thickness evolution of the elastic modulus of these
photoactive polymers. To prepare photoactive SMPs for
biomedical applications, Wu et al. [94] prepared a biodegradable
SMP composing of N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) cinnamamide, poly-
(L-lactic acid) and polycaprolactone as shown in Fig. 8. The
photoactive cinnamamide is incorporated into the block copol-
ymer through N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) cinnamamide as the
pedant groups of the block copolymer. The block copolymer is
coupled with aliphatic hexamethylene diisocyanate (HDI).
3.4.3. SMPCs based on reversible metaleligand coordination
Metaleligand coordination in metallo-supramolecular net-
works between monomeric units are reversible [429]. Yan et al.
[115] used the combination of a heteroditopic monomer with
bridging ligand and the metallic cross-linker to orthogonally self-
assemble into an extended supramolecular polymer network,
resulting in the gelation. Yan et al. [115] are trying to realize the
SME of the supramolecular polymer network. Kumpfer and Rowan
[114] reported the SME of ametallo-supramolecular polymerwith a
covalently cross-linkable core. Addition of metal salts into a low
molecular weight poly(butadiene end-capped with 4-oxy-2,6-
bis(N-methylbenzimidazolyl)pyridine (OMebip) ligands formed
the high molecular weight metallo-supramolecular polymers as
shown in Fig. 9. The use of different metal salts can tailor the ﬁxing
behavior of these materials. The polymer is also thermo-, photo-,
and chemo-active because these stimuli can affect the metale
ligand complexes by softening of the hard phase and increasing
decomplexation or rate of exchange.
3.4.4. Summary remarks
Several types of photoactive SMPs have been developed which
are based on: (1) photoisomerizable molecules such as azo-
benzenes [430e432], (2) photo-induced reversible dimerization
molecules such as cinnamates [8,90,265,418e420], anthraceneFig. 8. Synthesis of biodegradable multi-block polyesterurethane containing pendant
photoactive cinnamamide groups from biodegradable soft diol (polycaprolactone diol),
biodegradable hard diol (poly-(L-lactic acid) diol), and N,N-bis(2-hydroxyethyl) cin-
namamide (BHECA). Reproduced from Ref. [94] with permission. Copyright (2011)
American Chemical Society.[433] and coumarin [434], (3) addition-fragmentation chain
transfer reaction using allyl sulﬁdes [435e437], (4) reversible
photo-induced ionic dissociation such as trienphylmethane leuco
[438,439], (5) photothermal effect [440], and (6) photoactive
metaleligand coordination bonds. Most of the research has been
focused on pure photoactive polymers. Further research on pho-
toactive polymer composites should be conducted to improve the
properties and obtain new functions of the polymers.
4. Novel shape memory effect (SME)
4.1. Multiple-shape memory polymer (MSMP) composites
Many SMPs with multiple-shape memory effect (MSME) have
been developed [138,139,441e445] because of the signiﬁcant ap-
plications such as packaging and robot. Different from dual-shape
SMPs which can only remember its single original permanent
shape, MSMP can remember one or more shapes in addition to
its original permanent shape. MSMP composites either have
more than one reversible switching transitions or have a single
broad switching transition acting as the switching transitions
[80,85,445e448]. Normally multiple-step thermomechanical pro-
gramming is required to achieve the MSME.
4.1.1. Filler/SMP with well-separated switching transitions
It is easily understandable that if an SMP has well-separated
thermal transitions as the switching transitions, the SMP may
show MSME after a multiple-step programming process. SMPCs
with well-separated thermal transitions also show MSME. Poly-
hedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) is a good ﬁller for
biodegrade SMPs [176,449e454]. Jeon et al. [455] studied the shape
memory properties of norbornyl-POSS copolymers having either
cyclohexyl corner groups (CyPOSS) or cyclopentyl corner groups
(CpPOSS). The POSS composites showed two stages of strain re-
covery, a fast strain-recovery process related to the polynorbornene
relaxation in the norbornyl matrix, and a second slow strain-
recovery process which was assumed to be related to the POSS
rich domains. This two stages shape recovery is like the triple SME
of SMPs.
Berllin et al. [442] developed a triple-SMP by copolymerization
of poly(ethylene glycol)mono-methylether-monomethacrylate
(PEGMA) with poly(caprolactone)dimethacrylate (PCLDMA). The
polymer had crystalline poly(caprolactone) domains and crystal-
line polyethylene glycol domains, which act as the two switching
phases. Then Kumar et al. [381,382] ﬁlled the triple-SMP with silica
coated nano iron(III) oxide particles. With the stepwise increases of
the magnetic ﬁeld strength from H ¼ 14.6 and 29.4 kA/m, triple-
shape memory behavior was observed. Paderni et al. [384] pre-
pared a triple-shape memory grafted polymer network containing
crystallizable poly(ethylene glycol) side chains and poly(-
caprolactone) cross-links network. The polymer has two well-
separated melting transitions. Then silica-coated nano iron(III)
oxide particles were ﬁlled into the polymer; and the MSME by non-
contact activation in a stepwise increasing alternating magnetic
ﬁeld was achieved [381,384].
4.1.2. Polymer blends with well-separated switching transitions
Blending polymer pairs with well-separated thermal transition
temperatures is a relatively easy method to prepare MSMPs. The
polymer blends may be subject to post cross-linking to achieve a
stable network for the SME. The well-separated phase transition
temperatures act as the multiple switching transitions. Kolesov and
Radusch [67] blended and cross-linked linear high density poly-
ethylene, ethylene-1-octene copolymers, and short-chain branched
polyethylene to prepare SMPs with multiple crystallization and
Fig. 9. Synthesis of metal-chelating ligand end-capped poly(butadiene) macromonomer (1) ﬁlms that contain different amounts of tetrathiol cross-linker and photoinitiator. Films
are solution cast, and the dried ﬁlms are photo-cross-linked to yield 2aec$Eu(NTf2)3 with a targeted 3, 8, and 14 cross-links/chain, respectively. The solution-cast un-cross-linked
ﬁlms can be ﬁxed into a variety of permanent shapes; for example, (a) a strip of un-cross-linked ﬁlm is wrapped around a cylinder to give a spiral shape, and (b) irradiation with low
intensity UV light initiates photo-cross-linking to yield a ﬁlm with a permanent spiral shape. Reproduced from Ref. [114] with permission. Copyright (2011) American Chemical
Society.
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observed after two- and accordingly three-step programming of
the blends. Cuevas et al. [456] blended and cross-linked two
semicrystalline polymers poly(cyclooctene) and polyethylene to
create two well-separated crystalline domains in a single polymer.
Outstanding multiple-shape recovery properties were observed.
4.1.3. SMP/SMP layered composites with well-separated switching
transitions
Xie et al. [457] prepared shape memory epoxy with a layered
structure showing MSME. The epoxy with a high Tg was ﬁrst cured
and then an epoxy with a low Tg was cured on top of the ﬁrst layer.
The two layers of epoxy have a strong interface as a result of the
reaction among the residual epoxy or amine groups on the surface
of the two layers. Bae et al. [458] prepared SMPU bi-layer ﬁlms of
different molecular weights with silica particles acting as multi-
functional cross-links and reinforcing ﬁllers. The bi-layer material
formed from the two ﬁlms exhibited two undisturbed glass tran-
sition. Triple SME was demonstrated.
4.1.4. Polymer/SMP hybrids with well-separated switching
transitions
Filling a low melting or glass transition temperature polymer
into an SMP may add more switching transitions into the SMP to
show MSME. Luo and Mather [459] immersed electrospun poly-
caprolactone nanoﬁber mat with a low melting transition into a
glass transition type shape memory epoxy matrix. Fig. 10(I) shows
the elastic modulus proﬁles which indicate the two separated
thermal transitions of the composites. One is from the glass tran-
sition of the epoxy and the other from the melting of the poly-
caprolactone ﬁbers. The sample was ﬁrst deformed in a water bath
at 80 C to obtain an “M” shape and quenched the ﬁrst temporary
shape in ice/water mixture at 0 C. Then the sample was deformed
at 40 C and quenched in water again to ﬁx the coiled second
temporary shape. Fig. 10(II) shows the triple SME of the composite.4.1.5. SMPCs with a single broad switching transition
MSMPs with well-separated thermal transitions can only
remember a limited number of temporary shapes, because the
number of well-separated phase transition in a single polymer
within the application temperature range is limited. Miaudet et al.
[290] found the temperature-memory effect of shape memory
polyvinyl alcohol composites with a broad glass transition. The
broad glass transition may be regarded as the consecutive distri-
bution of a number of glass transitions. Based on this assumption,
stepwise SME can be achieved in polymers without well-separated
switching transitions. Theoretically, the temperature-memory ef-
fect can also be found in SMPs with a broad melting transition.
Kratz et al. [460] demonstrated the temperature-memory effect of
SMPs with crystalline phase switching transition [461,462]
although stepwise SME was not studied.
Although theoretically feasible of unlimited-SME, quintuple
SME cannot be achieved in a single polymer because practically the
multiple shapes may affect each other during the thermomechan-
ical process. To achieve quintuple SME, Li et al. [463] introduced
a melting switching transition into an SMP which itself had a
broad glass switching transition. The polymer poly(methyl meth-
acrylate)/poly(ethylene glycol) semi-IPN not only has a broad glass
transition but also has a crystalline segment. Quintuple shape ﬁx-
ation and recovery in the single shape memory cycle are achieved
as shown in Fig. 11.
4.1.6. Programming of multiple-SMPCs
Normally, to create anMSME, the polymer has to be subjected to
a multiple-step programming process [441e443]. The temporary
shapes are ﬁxed consequently at a temperature below the respec-
tive switching transition temperatures. It was found that one-step
programming process at the temperature below all the switching
transition temperatures (cold drawing) could also create the MSME
[464e466]. For example, Kumar et al. [382] programmed a triple-
SMP ﬁlled with silica-coated iron(III)oxide nanoparticles using
Fig. 10. (I) The elastic modulus of the epoxy/polycaprolactone composites with different epoxy compositions. (II) The sequential recovery of the epoxy/polycaprolactone composite
(A) from a temporary shape, (B) to temporary shape b, and (C) to permanent shape c. Reproduced from Ref. [459] with permission. Copyright (2010) John Wiley and Sons.
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using an alternating magnetic ﬁeld was achieved.
4.1.7. Summary remarks
Polymer blending, laminating and hybriding are easy methods
to construct shape memory materials with MSME because they can
incorporate well-separated switching thermal transitions into a
single material. The precise control of shape recovery is crucial for
numerous applications of MSMPs, such as sensors and actuators.
Althoughmulti-step shape recovery effect can be achieved in shape
memory materials with well-separated switching thermal transi-
tions or with a broad switching transition temperature, precise
control and stabilization of the different temporary shapes during
the shape recovery process is still a challenge. In addition, shape
recovery process is affected by many factors such as thermo-
mechanical programming and molecular relaxation of the poly-
mers. To precisely control the shape recovery process of MSMPs,
more research should be done in the future.
4.2. Spatially controlled SMPCs
Polymers are thermal insulator, which make it possible to raise
the temperature of SMPs at a small area locally while the other part
of the polymer is not affected. Therefore, it is possible to spatiallyFig. 11. The quintuple SME of poly(methyl methacrylate)/poly(ethylene glycol) semi-IPN wi
with permission.control the location and recovery step of shape recovery because
the recovery only occurs at the local place where it is heated.
4.2.1. Selective electrical heating of CNTs ﬁlled SMPs
Fei et al. [364] studied the controlled spatially electroactive
shape recovery of a CNT ﬁlled SMP by selecting the place where the
electrical voltage was applied as shown in Fig. 12. The heat gener-
ated by electrical current could be accurately controlled. This makes
it possible to spatially control the location of shape recovery. The
rate of stress release and shape recovery is also controllable through
tuning the voltage applied on the polymer composites locally.
4.2.2. Selective light heating of gold nanoparticles ﬁlled SMPs
Gold nanoparticles between 60 and 200 nm in size have a strong
absorption of light especially infrared light. Heating of focused light
can be absorbed by the gold nanoparticles to increase the tem-
perature of gold nanoparticles/SMP composites locally to trigger
the spatially controlled SME [423]. Zhang et al. [424] demonstrated
the spatially controllable shape recovery of the gold nanoparticles
ﬁlled SMP using focused laser light. Surface functionalized gold
nanoparticles are loaded in semicrystalline shape memory poly(ε-
caprolactone) macromolecules as shown in Fig. 13(a). The branched
oligo(ε-caprolactone) (bOCL) was cross-linked with hexamethylene
diisocyanate, referred to as XbOCL. The shape recovery by theth a broadened glass transition and a crystalline segment. Reproduced from Ref. [463]
Fig. 12. Schematic illustration of the electro-triggered spatially and temporally
controlled shape recovery and the realization of multi-shapes on demand of CNTs-
ﬁlled SMP. Reproduced from Ref. [364] with permission.
Fig. 14. (a) The schematic structure of the multi-composite SMP consisting of a Fe3O4/
SMP region and a CNT/SMP region separated by the neat SMP. (b) Experimental
demonstration of the multi-composite shape recovery. The sample was subjected to
magnetic strengths at the same radio frequency in the ﬁelds of 13.56 MHz and 296 kHz
sequentially. Reproduced from Ref. [467] with permission.
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the intensity of light which determines the amount of heat gener-
ated by the gold nanoparticles. Once the light is turned off, the
heating caused by the light is off. Therefore, the shape recovery can
be stopped at any stage. Fig. 13(b) shows the spatially selective
shape recovery process by separate laser exposures on four sections
of the gold nanoparticles-loaded XbOCL ﬁlm.
4.2.3. Magnetic-active multi-composite SMPCs
More recently, He et al. [467] fabricated a multi-composite SMP
consisting of a Fe3O4/SMP region and a CNT/SMP region separated
by a pure SMP region as shown in Fig. 14(a). Upon remote actuation
using two different magnetic ﬁeld of different radio frequencies,
the triple-region composite was capable of controlled two-step
shape recovery as shown in Fig. 14(b). The Fe3O4/SMP and CNT/Fig. 13. (a) Chemical structures of the SMP and polymer-functionalized gold nano-
particles used to prepare the composite material and (b) photographs showing a
spatially selective shape recovery process at room temperature by separate laser ex-
posures on four sections of the gold nanoparticles ﬁlled SMP, with the ﬁlm stepwise
lifting a load 350 times of its weight. Reproduced from Ref. [424] with permission.SMP regions have different radio frequency absorptions. When the
deformed composite sample is in 13.56 MHz RF ﬁeld, only the CNT/
SMP region is heated. This leads to the recovery of only the CNT/
SMP region. Upon being subjected to subsequent 296 kHz RF ﬁeld,
the Fe3O4/SMP region is selectively heated leading to the recovery
of the Fe3O4/SMP region. Finally, the pure SMP region recovers in an
oven.
4.2.4. Selective light heating of SMP ﬁlms printed with black ink
patterns
Instead of using focused light, Liu et al. [425] printed pre-
designed black ink pattern using a desktop printer on pre-
stretched shape memory polystyrene ﬁlms. The black ink pattern
provides localized absorption of light, which heats the underlying
polymer to trigger the shape recovery of the polymer immediate
under the pattern. The sheet under the predeﬁned inked region
recovers causing the planar sheet to fold into a three-dimensional
object as shown in Fig. 15. This method removes the complex
process of fabricating SMPCs and using focused light.
4.2.5. Summary remarks
In the past ﬁve years, researchers have put tremendous efforts
to achieve complicated and well-controlled shape recovery of
SMPs. Selective heating of SMPCs provides a facile and efﬁcient
method to achieve complicated and spatially controlled shape
recovery process. This research will inspire wide application
possibilities of the SMPs. More research may be conducted to
investigate the real applications of these SMPCs such as actuator,
sensors and robots.4.3. Two-way SMPCs
Two-way SMPs change their shape upon suitable stimulation
without the requirement for pre-deformation. They may recover
their original shape by changing the amplitude or direction of the
stimulation. Two-way SME has been studied systematically on
liquid crystalline elastomers. The ordering of mesogenic moieties
and the elastic properties of liquid crystalline elastomers enable the
two-way SME of liquid crystal elastomer [84,445,468e471].
Thermal-active semicrystalline polymers with one single semi-
crystalline phase [472e479], or with two semicrystalline phases
[480] can also show two-way SME under constant stress. The un-
derlying two-way shape memory mechanism is that cooling-
induced crystallization of semicrystalline polymer ﬁlms results in
elongation under a tensile load; subsequent heating to melt the
network yields contraction (shape recovery).
4.3.1. Two-way semicrystalline SMP composites under stress
Thermal-active semicrystalline polymers showing two-way
SME have to be subjected to a stress. Recently, Westbrook et al.
Fig. 15. Photographs of 3D structures created by self-folding of shape memory polystyrene ﬁlm (ShrinkyeDink) patterned with a desktop printer. (a) Single line patterned on the
top side of the ShrinkyeDink; (b) two lines patterned on either side of the ShrinkyeDink; (c) three lines patterned on alternating sides of the ShrinkyeDink; (d) rectangular box; (e)
tetrahedral box; and (f) tetrahedral box with adjacent double hinges. Both tetrahedrons have a square bottom facet and equilateral triangles on the other facets. Reproduced from
Ref. [425] with permission.
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pre-stretched semicrystalline SMP into an elastomeric matrix. The
elastomeric matrix could apply stress on the pre-stretched semi-
crystalline SMP during the thermomechanical process. A trans-
versal actuation of w10% of actuator length is achieved. The two-
way SME of SMP/elastomer laminates is considered to be because
of the combination of the shape memory properties of the SMP, the
elasticity of the elastomer and the mechanical (such as modulus),
and thermal properties (such as coefﬁcient of thermal expansion)
mismatch of the coupled materials.
4.3.2. Two-way SMP laminates with mismatch mechanical
properties
Langer and Lendlein [482] in their patent opened the method of
preparing two-way shape memory materials using the laminating
method. Chen et al. [483,484] prepared a two-way SMPC by lami-
nating an SMP with an elastic polymer. The two-way SME was
ascribed to the release of elastic strain of SMP layer upon heating,
and the recovery of elastic strain induced by the bending force of
elastic polymer layer upon cooling. The modulus of SMP and SMA
changes signiﬁcantly at round the switching or phase transition
temperature. If they are laminated together, the unbalance of the
internal stress in the composites as a result of changing environ-
mental temperature can produce the driving force for the two-way
SMEs. Tobushi et al. [485] fabricated a two-way shape memory
laminate with SMAs and SMPs. In the laminates, the shape-
memorized round SMA tapes faced in the opposite directions and
were sandwiched between the SMP sheets. The two-way SME was
dependent on the variation of the elastic modulus and mechanical
strength of the two SMA tapes and SMP with changing
temperature.
4.3.3. Two-way photoactive SMPCs
Many photoactive two-way SMPs have been developed based
on different mechanisms such as photo-induced reversible trans-
cis isomerization of azobenzenes [486e490], photo-induced
reversible dimerization of anthracene [433] and coumarin [434],
photothermal effect [440], photo-induced addition-fragmentation
chain transfer reaction [435e437], and photo-induced reversible
metaleligand coordination [114]. Two types of photoactive SMPCs
have been reported.4.3.3.1. Photo-responsive two-way SMPC membranes based on azo-
benzenes. Azobenzenes and derivatives undergo reversible transe
cis isomerization on the irradiation of light of suitable wave-
length [430e432]. The isomerization causes the angle change of
the two isomers accompanied with the signiﬁcant change in mo-
lecular length between 9.0Å (trans) and 5.5 Å (cis) [430,491]. Since
2001, it has been demonstrated that if azobenzenes are coupled
into liquid crystal elastomers, signiﬁcant photo-induced deforma-
tion can be achieved in the liquid crystal elastomers [167,169,486e
490,492e501].
Photoactive azobenzene/inorganic nanoporous composite
membranes are a type of important photoactive nanocomposite
materials which have broad applications. They are made by
immobilizing azobenzene derivatives to the inorganic nano-
porous membrane such as silica framework. The light controlled
conformation of the azobenzene in the composites can change
the pore size and correspondingly the transport behavior of the
composite membrane [502e505]. Continuous excitation at a
wavelength can lead to the continuous photoisomerization and
continual dynamic wagging of the tethered terminous [506]. The
azobenzenes attached to the interiors of the inorganic subtract
pores templated by surfactant [507,508] can act as both impellers
and gatekeepers [509,510]. These photoactive composite mem-
branes have signiﬁcant applications as photoactive nanovalves
[506,508], drug delivery nanovehicles [511], microﬂuidic devices
[512], photonic devices [513], and micro-optical-controlled soft
microrobots [514].
4.3.3.2. Photoactive two-way SMPCs based on photothermal effect.
CNTs [515e517] absorb near infrared light and have been incor-
porated into polymer systems to induce a mechanical response of
the polymer. Ahir and Vaia [515,516] observed two-way SME on a
multi-walled CNT/polydimethylsiloxane elastomer composite. The
expansion or contraction of the composite depends on the extent to
which the composite is strained. If the material is slightly pulled, it
expands when it is exposed to infrared light. Conversely, if the
material is subjected to a strain greater than 10%, it contracts under
identical exposure to infrared light.
The above materials are composite materials ﬁlled with near
infrared irradiation ﬁllers. Ugur et al. [440] achieved the near
infrared irradiation actuation of a pure polymer ﬁlm which was
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linked multi-block polyarylamide contained “coil-like” poly-
ethylene oxide and “rod-like” polyarylamide blocks as shown in
Fig. 16. The polyarylamide could self-assemble into ﬁbrillar mi-
crostructures on the silicon substrates. This structure exhibited a
high-degree of optical anisotropy. The study on understanding of
the mechanisms is still underway. It is believed that the effect is
highly related to the photothermal effect of the near infrared light
on the highly aligned ﬁbrillar structure.
4.3.4. Summary remarks
Cross-linking semicrystalline polymers can show two-way SME;
however, a tensile load is necessary. Two-way SMPs based on
thermal or photoactive isomerization does not require an external
stress; however, they cannot produce high strain. Liquid crystal
two-way shape memory elastomers are able to produce high strain
up to 300%, however, they are still costly in addition to their un-
stable shape changing behavior. The two-way shape memory ma-
terials based on photothermal effect are still under study. The
mechanism is still not completely understood.
The two-way SMPs prepared by the laminating method seem
more advantageous compared with other two-way SMPs. Two-way
shape memory laminates are easy to fabricate. Large shape
changing strain can be achieved and the shape changing strain can
be well controlled. The reversible shape changing strain can be
tailored by selecting suitable laminating materials, changing the
modulus, adjusting the thickness, and changing deformation ratios
of the coupling materials. The two-way shape memory laminates
may provide great promising applications because of the above
advantages.
5. New functions
5.1. Stimuli-memory effect of SMPCs
5.1.1. Temperature-memory effect of SMPCs
Temperature-memory effect means the shape memory material
can memorize the temperatures at which it is programmed [243].
Temperature-memory effect of SMAs has been widely studied.
Miaudet et al. [290] ﬁrst reported the temperature-memory effect
of SMPs on shape memory polyvinyl alcohol composites with a
broad glass transition. For SMPs with broad glass transition, the
broad glass transition may be regarded as the consecutive distri-
bution of a number of glass transitions [461]. According to the
mechanism of SME, if the polymer is deformed at a temperature
above the glass transition temperature and heated again to the
temperature, the polymer recovers. The “remembered” tempera-
turemay not be the exact temperature that it is programmed; there
may be some quantitative relationship. Xie et al. [518] also
demonstrated the temperature-memory effect of Naﬁon with a
broad glass transition temperature. Theoretically, the temperature-
memory effect can also be found in SMP with a melting transition
temperature as the switching temperature as long as the melting
transition is broad, which has been demonstrated by Kratz et al.
[460].Fig. 16. Chemical structure of “coil-like” polyarylamide block “coil-like” poly(ethylene
oxide).5.1.2. Magnetic ﬁeld-memory effect of SMPCs
Magnetic ﬁeld can be used to trigger the shape recovery of SMPs
ﬁlled with magnetic particles. The magnetic memory effect of
SMPCs means that magneto-sensitive materials can “remember”
the magnetic ﬁeld strength, at which they are deformed. Razzaq
et al. [519] observed themagnetic memory properties of SMPs ﬁlled
with silica coated iron(III) oxide nanoparticles containing either
crystalline or amorphous phase.
5.1.3. Summary remarks
SMPs remember their stimuli by showing direct relations be-
tween the stimuli parameters and the recovery speed, recovery
stress or recovery strain of the SMP. The temperature-memory ef-
fect and magnetic ﬁeld-memory effect suggest the possibility of
electricity, light, humidity, ionic concentration, gas, and solvent
memory effect, although not all of these have been demonstrated.
For exact memory of the stimuli, SMPs still have some problems
because of the complexity of SMEwhich is affected bymany factors
such as programming and triggering process parameters. The
stimuli-memory effect should be studied intensively because of its
signiﬁcant application potentials such as sensors.
5.2. Self-healing of SMPCs
SMPs have the intrinsic healing capability as a result of the SME.
SMPCs can not only repair microscopic damage, but also heal
macroscopic cracks in SMPs. Taking advantage of the SME, SMP
ﬁbers embedded in conventional thermoset engineering polymers
can impart healing capacity to the polymers, which may have a
profound impact on healable engineering structures.
5.2.1. SMPs with microscopic damage healing capability
SMPs if deformed have the capability to recover their original
shape. This is a phenomenon of instinctive self-healing. If the
damage on the SMP is not severe like scratches, ﬂaws or defor-
mation which do not sacriﬁce the overall mechanical properties of
the material, simply heating up to the transition temperature of the
material will heal most of the damage through recovery of the SMP
[520]. This type of damage is popular in daily life on plastic or metal
surfaces by scratching, sliding friction, etc. Xiao et al. [189]
demonstrated the healing capability of shape memory epoxy sub-
jected to microscopic damages as shown in Fig. 17. Upon heating to
a temperature above the glass transition temperature of the shape
memory epoxy, the scratch in microscale on the sample was healed
completely or mostly. This system only works on microscopic
damages [521,522] while not work on macroscopic damage such as
macroscopic cracks because macroscopic crack may damage the
recoverability of the polymer network [521,522].
5.2.2. Healing agents ﬁlled SMPs with macroscopic damage healing
capability
Like all the other self-healing systems such as microcapsule-
based self-healing materials and microvascular-based self-healing
materials [523e526], the above scheme only works for microscopic
damage [181,527,528]. Li [48,180e183,527,529] proposed a two-
step healing scheme CTH (close-then-heal) for macroscopic dam-
ages in SMPCs. The idea was demonstrated in an SMP ﬁlled with
thermoplastic particles. As shown in Fig. 18, the composite was ﬁrst
compression programmed to reduce the volume at a temperature
above the switching temperature of the SMP. The structural scale
crack is ﬁrst closed by the constrained shape recovery (constrained
expansion) of the SMP followed with healing of the closed crack
using thermoplastic particles pre-embedded in the SMP. The
healing process is repeatable. Small thermoplastic contents as low
as 3% can heal structural-length scale cracks with high healing
Fig. 17. The surface images of the as-scratched (ﬁrst column) and recovered (second column) samples. Reproduced from Ref. [189] with permission.
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[183]. The healing processes have been modeled systematically by
Li’s research group [184,187].
5.2.3. SMP ﬁbers ﬁlled conventional thermoset polymers with
healing capability
The above thermoplastic particle/SMP system requires an SMP
as the matrix. To heal widely used conventional thermoset poly-
mers in engineering structures without SME, Li et al. [185,530,531]
proposed a new biomimetic self-healing system which includes
using SMP ﬁbers as grid skeleton and thermoplastic particles as the
healing agent. The SMP ﬁber has superior toughness. The healing
takes two steps as shown in Fig. 19. Upon heating, constrained
shape recovery (shrinkage) of the pre-stretched SMP ﬁbers closes
macrocracks in the polymer matrix which is similar to stitching a
cut in the human skin by suture; and bond the closed crack through
melting and diffusing of thermoplastic particles at the crack inter-
face. The self-healing process was reasonably repeatable [185,530].
For the SMP ﬁber/thermoplastic particle/epoxy composites
healing system, Li and Shojaei [531] developed a micromechanical
multiscale viscoplastic theory to predict the thermomechanical
behaviors of the ﬁber. The proposed theory takes into account the
stress-induced crystallization process and the evolution of the
morphological texture based on the applied stresses. Using ﬁnite
element analysis, Li and Shojaei [531] also demonstrated thepossibility of healing macroscopic cracks by localized heating
within a small area surrounding the cracked region, which was
validated by experiment [530]. Instead of continuous stimuli-
responsive ﬁber grid skeleton, uniformly distributed short SMP ﬁ-
bers may have the same function to close structural-length scale
crack in the thermosetting polymer matrix [532].
5.2.4. SMA wires ﬁlled polymer with damage healing capability
Kirkby et al. [533,534] embedded SMAwires in epoxy matrix to
narrow down micro cracks (about 150 mm) by taking advantage of
the shape recovery of the SMA wires. Huang et al. [535] embedded
SMA springs into SMPs as shown in Fig. 20(a) for the healing of SMP
with macroscopic damages. The SMP was made by mixing an
elastomer with glue having a low melting temperature. During
cracking, as shown in Fig. 20(b1), the composite material is pulled
until fracture into two pieces. The SMA spring is also stretched but
not broken. A big gap is created on the SMP. Then electricity is
applied to the SMA spring to trigger the recovery of the SMA spring
to close the gap. In the mean time, the SMP with a low melting
transition temperature is also heated and melted to bond the crack.
5.2.5. Summary remarks
SMP has the intrinsic healing capability upon stimulation. How-
ever, it only works onminor damage because structural-length scale
damages may sacriﬁce the overall mechanical properties of the
Fig. 18. Schematic of the CTH scheme of the proposed healing thermoplastic particles ﬁlled SMP ((a)e(e) complete programming and closing and (f)e(h) ensure healing).
Reproduced from Ref. [182] with permission.
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which has been properly programmed, has to be employed; other-
wise, the cracked surface cannot be brought in touch. SMA wires
embedded in convention engineering materials are able to close
macroscopic crackswithout the requirmentof external conﬁnement.
However, because of the low recoverable strain of SMAwires, which
is below 8%, the capability for SMA wires to close macrocracks inFig. 19. (a) Schematic diagram of the two-step self-healing process of macroscopic damages
In the ﬁrst-step, heating the composite to a temperature (T1) above the glass transition tempe
(about 3 mm in width). In the second-step, at the bonding temperature (T2), the thermoplast
real self-healing process of the composite. In the ﬁrst-step, the macrocrack is closed by ther
particles ﬂow into the narrowed crack by capillary force, diffuse into the fractured epoxy mat
with permission.polymer composites is limited. Furthermore, SMA wires do not
mechanically match the polymer matrix (mismatch in stiffness),
particularly at the high recovery temperature.
SMP ﬁber/thermoplastic particles system is a better system to
heal macroscopic damages in conventional engineering materials.
The present limitation of this system is the low bonding strength of
low melting temperature thermoplastic particles. The meltingin the SRF (stimuli-responsive SMP ﬁber)/TP (thermoplastic particle)/epoxy composites.
rature of the SMP ﬁbers triggers the shape recovery of the ﬁber to close the macrocrack
ic particles melt and diffuse into the cracked matrix and bridge the crack plane. (b) The
mal-induced shape recovery of the ﬁber. In the second-step, the molten thermoplastic
rix, and form solid wedge when the sample is cooled down. Reproduced from Ref. [185]
Fig. 20. Self-healing of SMA spring/SMP. (a) SMP with an embedded SMA spring inside (illustration); (b1eb2) pulling SMP till fracture; (b3eb4) joule heating SMA coil for self-
healing; (c) healed sample; (d) healed sample in bending. Reproduced from Ref. [535], with permission.
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thermal resistance temperature of the SMP ﬁber; otherwise, the
SMP ﬁbers may lose most of their recovery stress at the thermo-
plastic particle melting temperature. The future research will be:
(1) increasing the thermal resistance temperature of the SMP ﬁbers,
and (2) using other healing agents which do not need heating to
heal damages instead of thermoplastic particles.
6. Future outlook
The past decade has witnessed remarkable advances in stimuli-
responsive SMPs with the potential applications in medical, aero-
space, civil engineering, energy, and bionics areas. SMPCs bring
numerous possibilities of novel SMPs such as MSMP composites,
two-way SMPCs, spatially controlled SMPCs, electroactive SMPCs,
photoactive SMPCs, stimuli-memory effect, and self-healing SMPCs.
While the ﬁeld is rapidly progressing and many exciting achieve-
ments have been made, some challenges are awaiting to be
overcome.
6.1. Improve mechanical output
Although the recoverable strain of SMPs can be very big
compared with SMAs, under a constrained state, the mechanical
output by SMPs upon stimulation is extremely low. More severely,
at temperature above the switching temperature of SMPs, the
stiffness of the polymer drops a few orders of magnitudes. SMPCs
can have higher mechanical strength and recovery stress than their
neat counterparts. However, because of the polymeric nature, the
low mechanical strength and low mechanical output is still a
challenge for SMPCs in many engineering applications. Fillers such
as particles or continuous ﬁbers can signiﬁcantly improve the
mechanical strength and recovery stress of SMPs. However, at most
circumstances, it is at the expense of the SME, breaking strain and
recoverable strain of the SMP.
Recently, Nair et al. [536] reported a two-stage reactive non-
stoichiometric thiol-acrylate SMP system. After shape recovery, a
second stage reaction can photo-polymerize remaining acrylate
functional groups to form a more stable chemical cross-linking
system. In this way, even at a high temperature, the SMP can
keep its mechanical strength. This method can improve the stability
of SMPs after triggering; it still cannot improve the mechanical
output of the polymer during the shape recovery process.
6.2. More complicated, controllable, multi-step movement
Materials or structures which can change their shapes in movies
such as “Transformer” have attracted much interest of human be-
ings. The past ﬁve years have seen the signiﬁcant progress on the
complicated and spatially controlled shape recovery of SMPCs.
Lamination method is simple without the complicated synthesisand dispersing of ﬁllers into SMPs. The properties of shape memory
laminates are tailor-able by simply changing the stacking sequence
and thickness. Laminating methods can not only create new
SMPs from conventional polymers without SME, but also create
SMPs with two-way SME, multiple SME, and spatially controllable
SME.
Most of the present recovery movement of shape memory
laminates is still simple. In the future, more complicatedmovement
of SMPCs may be achieved such as worm walking, rotation or vi-
bration. For more advanced applications high reliability, precise
predictability, controllable strains, controlled deformation speed,
and exact deformation stress are preferred. It is optimistic that this
goal will be achieved in the near future.
6.3. SMPCs inspired by nature nanomaterials
Nature mother has abundant smart nanocomposites in different
forms. Mimosa pudica collapses suddenly and dramatically when
touched; leaves of venus ﬂytrap snap shut on doomed insect prey;
codariocalyx motorius rotatesion leaﬂets under sunlight; etc. These
stimuli-active effects are due to the movement of water into or out
of cells which changes the cell shape and cell volume. Living or-
ganisms such as sea cucumbers change their stiffness [105] upon
stimulation because they can dynamically change the cross-linking
of the collagen ﬁbrils. Chameleons change colors resulting from the
rearrangement of chromatophores. Squid, cuttleﬁsh and octopuses
change colors upon stimulations because cephalopod chromato-
phores are able to be spread under local muscular action and
zebraﬁsh chromatophores are able to be removed [537].
Inspired by these intelligent nanocomposite materials in nature,
researchers can retro-engineer stimuli-responsive SMPs to mimic
the architectures of these intelligent systems. In this way, we not
only develop stimuli-responsive SMPs by mimic the intelligent
nanocomposite materials in nature, but also understand in details
and in depth of the activity of the intelligent nature materials.
6.4. Electro driven vs. other stimuli driven and multi-stimuli driven
Electricity as a stimulus for SMPs is convenient for many appli-
cations. Now researchers are able to trigger an electroactive SMP
using a low voltage such as several volts. More research should be
conducted on other stimuli such as light for SMPs. In comparison
with electricity, light as an energy source is environmentally
friendly. As a stimulus for SME, light can be controlled remotely,
instantly and precisely. The intensity, polarization, and phase can be
easily modulated into complex patterns [538,539]. A few photo-
active SMPCs have been developed [487,494]. Some properties, such
as fatigue resistance and biocompatibility of photoactive SMPs have
to be further investigated as pointed out by Ikeba in 2007 [486].
Most of the SMPCs are responsive only to one speciﬁc stimulus
signal within a speciﬁc stimulus range. Three themed issues have
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different stimulus: Progress in Polymer Science (2010, Vol. 35, issue
1-2) [540e547], Advanced Materials (2010, Vol. 22, issue 31)
[490,548e553], and Journal of Materials Chemistry (2010, Vol. 20,
issue 17) [35,382,554e561]. SMPCs provide the possibility of
fabricating multi-stimuli-responsive SMPCs by an easier way. Tak-
ing advantages of the versatile structures of SMPCs and combining
the different stimulus-active structures into one single material
may createmultiple-stimulus-responsive SMPCs. Filling conductive
ﬁllers into thermal-active SMPs, electroactive SMPs can be pre-
pared; ﬁlling magnetic ﬁllers into thermal-active SMPs, magnetic-
active SMPs can be fabricated. Recently, utilizing a metallo-
supramolecular polymer with a covalently cross-linkable core,
Kumpfer and Rowan [114] prepared thermo-, photo-, and chemo-
active SMPs because all the stimuli can result in softening of the
hard phase and increased decomplexation or rate of exchange of
the metaleligand complexes. In the future, SMPCs with multi-
stimuli-responsive effect should be developed so that material
can change their properties to adapt to the various environmental
parameters such as temperature, light, humidity, electricity, mag-
netic ﬁeld, and pH value.
6.5. Application-oriented research
Although a large number of papers have been published
regarding the wide potential applications of SMPCs, many of these
papers only demonstrate application possibilities of the SMPCs;
commercialized products are still limited. This is partially because,
for practical applications, there are more speciﬁc and stringent
requirements on the overall properties of the SMPCs. For example,
for textile applications, sometimes the SMPCsmay have good shape
ﬁxity but do not have enough elasticity and water vapor perme-
ability. For biomedical applications, the overall requirements on
SMPCs for a speciﬁc application may include amplitude of shape
recovery strain, stiffness, recovery stress, safety range of the stim-
ulation, biocompatibility, biodegradability speed, and safety of the
degradation products. Sometimes, the environmental stabilities,
such as thermal stability and chemical stability of the SMPCs, are
the key issues limiting their applications. In the past 10 years, re-
searchers and engineers have made great efforts to solve these
problems. Although there are still challenges, we believe that the
next decade will see vast growth of the SMPC products.
6.6. Safety evaluation of SMPCs for biomedical applications
One of the signiﬁcant driving forces for SMPCs research is their
biomedical applications. The biological evaluation is mandatory
prior to their applications as biomaterials. Some types of ﬁllers
ﬁlled into SMPs to achieve novel functions are toxic. For example,
MWCNTs have high toxicity and hydrophobicity [562]; therefore
CNT/SMP have to be subjected to stringent evaluation before
biomedical applications. Xiao et al. [563] studied the biocompati-
bility of electroactive CNT/poly(ε-caprolactone) SMP. It was found
that if the MWCNTs were pre-functionalized by acid-oxidation
process and covalent grafting with poly(ethylene glycol), the pre-
pared CNT/poly(ε-caprolactone) composite had good
biocompatibility.
For medical applications, the SMPCs may be subjected to ster-
ilizations. The sterilizations on the chemico-physical properties of
the materials should be studied systematically. For examples,
Nardo et al. [564] have reported the effects of sterilizations by
plasma and ozone on chemico-physical, thermomechanical and
shape memory performance of polyurethane foams. Yackacki et al.
[565] have studied the properties of acrylate-based SMPs after
being subjected to various sterilization treatments. It was foundthat plasma sterilization was the only method to elicit a severe
cytotoxic response, even at short cell test time points.
7. Conclusion
SMPCs can improve the properties and increase the versatility of
stimuli-responsive SMPs. A small amount of cross-linking micro/
nano-sized ﬁllers can signiﬁcantly improve the mechanical
strength and recovery stress of SMPs. SMPCs not only exhibit
signiﬁcantly improved mechanical and shape memory properties,
but also exhibit novel properties not possessed by their pure
counterparts such as indirect heating SME, multi (three/quadrate/
quintuple)-SME, gradient shape recovery effect, spatially controlled
shape recovery effect, two-way SME, and complicated movement
SME. Traditional SMPs were usually triggered by direct heating.
Now SMPCs can be triggered by other methods such as water im-
mersion, electricity, magnetic ﬁeld, and infrared light. A low con-
tent of ﬁllers can enable the indirect triggering of the SME. These
studies on SMPCs will further broaden the applications of SMPCs
such as deployable space structures, remoteeactive medical in-
struments, biomedical devices, energy, textiles, engineering struc-
tures, bionics engineering, electronic engineering, civil
engineering, dry/wet adhesives and fasteners, and household
products. In the past decade, a large number of patents related to
SMP products were ﬁled. The authors believe in the next 10 years,
many more SMP products will be coming out of labs and be
commercialized.
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